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Synergy of Ni micro-alloying and thermomechanical processing in Al–Mg–Si–Cu–Zn–Fe–Mn alloys with enhanced bendability
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Abstract

Synergy of Ni micro-alloying and thermomechanical processing on the phase distribution, formability and bendability of Al–Mg–Si–Cu–Zn–Fe–Mn alloys was systematically studied in this paper. With the addition of micro-alloying Ni, the Ni-containing Fe-rich phase can be formed, which not only serves as nucleation sites of Mg–Si precipitates (such as, Q phase) during the casting process, but also improves the uniform distribution level of Fe-rich phases after homogenization. The formability and bendability of Ni-containing alloy can be both improved to a certain level due to the positive effect of Ni micro-alloying. In comparison, if increasing the cold rolling deformation between hot rolling and annealing, the distribution of multi-scale Fe-rich phases can be significantly improved based on the synergy of Ni micro-alloying and thermomechanical processing. And finally, this improvement further results in the great improvements in the microstructure, texture, formability (average $r = 0.688$, $\Delta r = -0.09$) and bendability of the alloy together. Based on the microstructure evolution, the synergy mechanism of Ni micro-alloying and thermomechanical processing is put forward in this paper.
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1. Introduction

Al–Mg–Si(-Cu) alloys have been wildly used in automotive application due to their high specific strength, low density and good age hardening response. However, compared with steels, their lower strength, ductility, formability and bendability still need to be further improved in order to meet the demanding requirements [1–5]. Generally, the microstructure evolution
and mechanical properties of Al–Mg–Si alloys can be changed or improved after adding alloying elements, such as, Cu, Zn and so on [6–13]. For example, the addition of Cu (<0.2 wt %) can change precipitation sequence and the distribution of precipitates, and further enhance the peak aging strength. Unfortunately, the corrosion resistance of the alloys can be reduced due to the changed composition and distribution of precipitates [6,7]. Increasing Si content in Al–Mg–Si alloy can increase the strength as the Si content below the chemical composition ratio of Mg2Si, but the corrosion resistance of the alloy can be slightly decreased [8]. Some results show that the addition of Zn can be used to improve the bake hardening response and the peak aging strength of Al–Mg–Si–Cu alloys [9–13], the Mg–Si–Cu–Zn solute clusters can be formed and acting as the nucleation sites of β0 phase, finally greatly improve the nucleation rate of β0 phase and bake hardening response and peak aging strengths. Additionally, the addition of Fe could also give a significant effect on the microstructure evolution and mechanical properties of Al–Mg–Si–Cu alloys due to the formation of Fe-rich phases. It has been found that the uniformly distributed Fe-rich phases could weaken the textures, and refine the microstructure of the alloys, and finally improve the formability of Al–Mg–Si–Cu alloys [14–16]. However, if the coarse Fe-rich phases cannot be completely broken into small ones during the thermomechanical processing, some micro-cracks can be remained in these coarse particles, and finally reducing the formability and bendability of the alloys [17,18]. Therefore, it is greatly important to control and optimize the formation and distribution of Fe-rich phases in the alloys in order to provide a positive effect on the enhancement of formability and bendability.

Some researchers have shown that the Ni addition can improve the nucleation of Fe-rich phases in the Al–Mg–Si alloys during the casting process due to the interaction between Ni and Fe elements [19,20]. This can further increase the number density of spherical α-Fe-rich phase, and improve the formability of the alloys in the pre-aging state [20].

**Fig. 1** – Schematic diagram of different thermomechanical processing routes used in the experimental alloys.

**Fig. 2** – Schematics of cutting way of bending sample (a) and semi-guided bend test (b) (1—clamp, 2—former, t—thickness of test piece, r—radius of the former).
However, the detailed study on this topic still needs to be done to further improve the positive effect on the mechanical properties assisted by optimized thermomechanical processing, and better understand the related mechanisms. It has been found that the effect of thermomechanical processing on the microstructure evolution and mechanical properties of Al–Mg–Si–Cu alloys has been widely studied in the past years [20–25], for example, the effects of rolling temperature, rolling reduction, annealing and solution conditions on them. And with increase of annealing time, the size of precipitates can be increased, which further not only affects the microstructure evolution, but also the formability and strength of the alloys in the pre-aging state. However, with the induction of Fe-rich phases in the alloys, the effect of thermomechanical processing parameters on the microstructure and mechanical properties of Al–Mg–Si–Cu alloys changes greatly due to the complex evolution of Fe-rich phases. Here, if the Ni micro-alloying is used in controlling the nucleation and growth of Fe-rich phases, the effects of Fe-rich phases and thermomechanical processing on the formability and bendability of Al–Mg–Si–Cu alloys should be changed and complex greatly. Thus, the synergy of Ni micro-alloying and thermomechanical processing on the improved phase distribution, formability and bendability of Al–Mg–Si–Cu–Zn–Fe–Mn-(Ni) have been systematically studied in this paper.

2. Experimental

The chemical composition of experimental alloys is as follows (given in wt.%): #1: Al-0.8Mg-1.2Si-0.2Cu-0.5Mn-0.4Fe-3.0Zn and #2: Al-0.8Mg-1.2Si-0.2Cu-0.5Mn-0.4Fe-3.0Zn-0.03Ni. High-purity Al, Al–10Mn, Al–20Si, Al–50Cu, industrial pure Mg, industrial pure Zn, and a grain refining agent Al–5Ti–1B were smelted in an electric resistance furnace and then cast into a water-cooled steel mold at 720 °C to get an ingot with a size of 220 mm (length) × 120 mm.

Fig. 3 – SEM microstructure and EDS analysis of the alloys in the as-cast state, (a) (b) #1 alloy, EDS analysis of particles A, B, C and D, (c) (d) #2 alloy, EDS analysis of particles A’, B’, C’, D’ and E’.
The ingots were homogenized at 485 °C/3h + 555 °C/30h then milled to remove the outer oxide layer, remaining 90 mm in thickness. To understand the mechanical properties variation induced by different thermomechanical processing, #2 alloy is divided into two parts: #2-A and #2-B. Firstly, #1 and #2-A

Fig. 4 – SEM microstructure and EDS analysis of the alloys in the homogenization state, (a) (b) #1 alloy, EDS analysis of particles A, B, C and D, (c) (d) #2 alloy, EDS analysis of particles A′, B′, C′ and D′.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Alloys</th>
<th>Morphology</th>
<th>Casting state (vol.%)</th>
<th>Homogenization state (vol.%)</th>
<th>β → α transformation rate (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>#1 alloy</td>
<td>Net-like (β phases)</td>
<td>84.5</td>
<td>62.5</td>
<td>20%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Rod (β phases)</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Spherical (α phases)</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>17</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Irregular shapes (α phases)</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>13.5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#2 alloy</td>
<td>Net-like (β phases)</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>75%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Rod (β phases)</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Spherical (α phases)</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>50</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Irregular shapes (α phases)</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>35</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
alloys were prepared by the following thermomechanical processing route I: the ingots were hot rolled from 90 to 4 mm (95.6% reduction) → cold rolled to 2 mm (50.0% reduction) → intermediate annealing 400 °C/1h → cold rolled to 1 mm; and then, the #2-B alloy was also prepared by following optimized thermomechanical processing route II: the ingot was hot rolled from 90 to 6 mm (93.3% reduction) → cold rolled to 2 mm (66.7% reduction) → intermediate annealing 400 °C/1h → cold rolled to 1 mm. The final hot rolling temperature was above 300 °C, and cold rolling was done at room temperature (RT). The cold-rolled alloy sheets prepared by both routes were subjected to solution

Fig. 5 – SEM microstructure of the alloys in the hot rolling state, (a) (d) #1 alloy, processing route I, (b) (e) #2 alloy, processing route I, (c) (f) #2 alloy, processing route II.

Fig. 6 – SEM microstructure of the alloys in the annealing state, (a) (d) #1 alloy, processing route I, (b) (e) #2 alloy, processing route I, (c) (f) #2 alloy, processing route II.
treatment at 555 °C for 2 min in a salt-bath furnace followed by water quenching to RT, and then pre-aged at 80 °C for 12 h. The paint baking process is 2% pre-strain + aging at 185 °C for 20 min as shown in Fig. 1.

The tensile test samples were machined from 1 mm cold rolling plates with geometry meeting GB/T228-2002 standard, in directions of 0°, 45° and 90° with respect to the rolling direction. Tensile tests were performed on an MTS800

Fig. 7 – SEM microstructure of the alloys in the final cold rolling state, (a) (d) #1 alloy, processing route I, (b) (e) #2 alloy, processing route I, (c) (f) #2 alloy, processing route II.

Fig. 8 – SEM microstructure of the alloys in the solution state, (a) (d) #1 alloy, processing route I, (b) (e) #2 alloy, processing route I, (c) (f) #2 alloy, processing route II.
mechanical tester at a strain rate of 1 × 10⁻³/s. The plastic strain ratio (r value) was determined by the 15% offset method, and the average r (r = (r₀ + 2r₄₅ + r₉₀)/4) and plane anisotropy coefficient ∆r (∆r = r₀ - 2r₄₅ + r₉₀/2) were calculated. To eliminate unexpected discrepancy, final testing results were collected by averaging three groups of parallel tensile tests in each direction. Nano-indentation experiment was carried out on a MTS Nano Indenter XP. Metallographic samples were prepared by standard metallographic techniques and etched by Keller’s reagent (95%vol H₂O + 2.5%vol HNO₃ + 1.5%vol HCl + 1%vol HF). The bending performance is usually defined as R/t (where R is the minimum bending radius at which no cracks appear when the sample is bent to 180°, and t is the thickness of the bent sample). The bending specimen size is 20 mm × 70 mm × 1 mm, and the bending test is based on the standard ASTM E290. The samples were taken along the rolling direction and the transverse direction, respectively, and were bent to 180° under the indenter with the same bending radius as shown in Fig. 2.

Fig. 9 — TEM microstructure of the alloys in the annealing or solution state, (a) #1 alloy, annealing state of processing route I, (b) #2 alloy, annealing state of processing route I, (c) #2 alloy, annealing state of processing route II, (d) #1 alloy, solution state of processing route I, (e) #2 alloy, solution state of processing route I, (f) #2 alloy, solution state of processing route II, (g) EDS analysis of particles A-I in the alloys.
The microstructure observation was done on a SUPER 55 scanning electron microscope (SEM) equipped with X-ray energy-dispersive spectrometer (EDS) system. The iron-rich phase particles of two kinds of alloys in solid solution state were characterized on a TecnaiG2 F30 high resolution transmission electron microscopy (HRTEM), along [001] direction of Al matrix, operated at an acceleration voltage of 300 kV. The composition of precipitates was analyzed by equipped EDS system. Specimens were prepared by standard mechanical grinding to a thickness of 100 μm then subjected to twin-jet electro-polishing at 20 °C in mixture solution with 30% HNO₃ and 70% CH₃OH.

### 3. Results

#### 3.1. Microstructure evolution

The microstructure of two alloys in the as-cast state and corresponding composition analysis of precipitates and iron-rich phases are shown in Fig. 2. Casting defects are observed like black pits, inclusions and grooves in both alloys. As can be seen in Fig. 3 (a–d), both alloys have gray primary α-Al grains with equiaxed morphology and bright intermetallic phases with different morphologies. There are two kinds of precipitates: white intermetallic precipitates of spherical, rod, net-like and irregular shapes; white spherical precipitates inside grains. Apparently, the #2 alloy possesses much more net-like phases than that in the #1 alloy. Compared with the #1 alloy, both the increased white spherical precipitates inside grains and the reduced grain size can be also observed in the #2 alloy.

EDS analysis on different phases, i.e. the A-D phases in Fig. 3(b) and the A’-D’ phases in Fig. 3(d), shows that the intermetallic precipitates with the different morphologies, are all Fe-rich phase (β or α) in the two alloys; while the spherical Fe-rich phase is mainly the α phase in the #1 alloy (point C), but spherical phase in the #2 alloy is the co-existence of Fe-rich phase (point D’) and Mg–Si phase (Q phase) (point E’). Additionally, composition analysis on the most of spherical phases in the #2 alloy shows that the phases distributed within the grains are the Ni-containing Fe-rich phase as shown in Fig. 3. And the Fe-rich phases are mainly composed of Al–Mn–Si–Fe elements in the two alloys, the Fe content in the Fe-rich phases in the #1 alloy mainly distributes in the range of 7.1–11.8 at.%, while the Fe content in the Fe-rich phases in the #2 alloy is around 10.0 at.%. Accordingly, the Ni micro-alloying gives a significant effect on the composition of Fe-rich phases in the alloys in the as-cast state.

Figure 4 shows the SEM microstructure and EDS analysis on the phases in the alloys after homogenization treatment. It can be seen that the spherical Mg–Si phases observed in the #2 alloy in the as-cast state have been fully dissolved. Although the Fe-rich phases still can be seen in the alloys, yet, the size, morphology and composition have been all changed greatly, as shown in Fig. 3 (a–d). During the homogenization process, some strip and net-like Fe-rich phases observed in the as-cast state have been transformed into some small α-Fe-rich phases with an irregular or spherical morphology (a shown in Fig. 4). Additionally, based on the composition analysis on the Fe-rich phases with different morphologies in both the as-cast and homogenization states, and volume fraction of the different Fe-rich phases, it can be also seen...
that, intermetallic phases in the #1 alloy basically have the higher thermal stability, which results in the lower transformation rate of $\beta \rightarrow \alpha$ (around 40% transformation rate). While if the micro-alloying Ni is added in the alloy, the spheroidization transformation rate of $\beta \rightarrow \alpha$ can be greatly improved (around 75% transformation rate as shown in Table 1), which results in the significantly enhancement of uniform distribution level of Fe-rich phases and number density of fine Fe-rich phases in the #2 alloy. Additionally, based on the EDS analysis results (as shown in Fig. 4), the Fe-rich phases distributed around the grain boundaries in the two alloys after homogenization treatment are almost composed of Al, Mn, Fe and Si elements, and the Fe content in the most of Fe-rich phases is above 10.0 at. % in the #1 alloy, while the Fe content in the Fe-rich phases is below or around 8.4 at. % in the #2 alloy. Accordingly, the Ni micro-alloying not only can improve the transformation rate of $\beta \rightarrow \alpha$, but can also give a significant effect on the composition of Fe-rich phases in the alloys after homogenization treatment.

After hot rolling of the thermomechanical processing I (95.6% reduction), and thermomechanical processing II (93.3% reduction), the microstructure of the alloys changes greatly as shown in Fig. 5. It can be seen that the large-sized Fe-rich phases in the homogenization state are broken and redistributed within the alloy matrix, and forming a multi-scale and uniform distribution characteristics (as shown in Fig. 4). However, with the changes of composition and thermomechanical processing route, the corresponding distribution characteristics also change greatly. The number density of Fe-rich phases in the #2 alloy is lower than that of #1 alloy, which should be resulted from the higher transformation rate of $\beta \rightarrow \alpha$ during the homogenization treatment (as shown in Table 1). And if the deformation of hot rolling is changed, the microstructure of the #2 alloy in the hot rolling state is also changed, i.e., the uniform distribution level of the Fe-rich phases increases with the increase of hot rolling deformation, while the size of Fe-rich phases decreases with the increase of hot rolling deformation (as shown in Fig. 5).

And then, if the reduction of cold rolling between hot rolling and annealing is changed, the microstructure of the alloys in the annealing state is also changed greatly (as shown in Fig. 6), especially for the distribution of Fe-rich phases. It can be seen that with the increase of cold rolling reduction, the number density of coarse particles in the #2 alloy treated by the processing route II is decreased compared with the #2 alloy treated by processing route I, and there are much more fine particles in the alloy matrix (as shown in Fig. 6 (c, f)). Accordingly, it can be seen that the thermomechanical processing is greatly important to control and optimize the size and distribution of Fe-rich phases in the alloys.

After the annealing treatment, the #1 and #2 alloys with same processing routes were further cold rolled to the final thickness from 2 mm to 1 mm. The Fe-rich phases observed in the alloys are further broken into the fine particles with a smaller size. However, compared with each other, it can be seen that some micro-cracks are remained in some of the
coarse particles distributed in the #1 and #2 alloys treated by the processing route I, and it is quite difficult to find them in the #2 alloy treated by the processing route II (as shown in Fig. 7). It has been found that the remained micro-cracks in the coarse particles can give a negative effect on the improvement of formability and bendability of Al alloys [16,18]. Thus, it is greatly important to optimize the size and distribution of multi-scale particles in the Al alloys by a reasonable collocation of hot rolling, cold rolling and annealing.

Figure 8 shows the SEM microstructure of the alloys in the solution state. It can be seen that the precipitates observed in the cold rolling state have been completely dissolved, only the multi-scale Fe-rich phases can be observed in the alloy matrix, the differences in their distribution are basically the same as those in the final cold rolling state (as shown in Fig. 8).

Besides the differences in the particle distribution in the annealing or solution state characterized by SEM, in order to better show the differences in the multi-scale Fe-rich particles in the alloys, it is quite necessary to give a detailed TEM characterization on the fine particles in the alloys (as shown in Fig. 9). It can be seen that both the precipitates and Fe-rich phases can be observed in the alloys in the annealing state, and with the changes of composition and processing route, their distribution is also changed greatly. Ni micro-alloying can help to reduce the size of Si precipitates in the alloys in the annealing state, i.e., the diameter of Si particles is about 3 μm in the #1 alloy, but only around 1 μm in the #2 alloys treated by processing routes I and II. While the changes of size and distribution of Fe-rich phases in the #1 and #2 alloys treated by the processing route I are both slight. Compared with the processing I, the number density of fine precipitates and Fe-rich phases #2 alloy treated by processing II is increased greatly (as shown in Fig. 8). Additionally, based on the EDS analysis on the Fe-rich phases, the solute concentrations in the Fe-rich phases in the Ni micro-alloying-containing alloys (#2) are all much lower than those of Ni-free alloy (#1), which is basically the similar as the observed composition change in the homogenization state.

Additionally, the Si precipitates observed in the annealing state have been completely dissolved after the solution treatment, and only fine Fe-rich phase particles can be seen in the solution state. And with the changes of composition and processing route, the number density and distribution of fine Fe-rich phases in the alloys also change greatly, the highest number density can be seen in the #2 alloy treated by the processing route II (as shown in Fig. 9). Based on the EDS analysis on the fine particles (i.e., G, H and I particles), it can be found that the distribution of those particles is different from each other. The composition of Fe-rich phase in the #1 alloy is Al-2.34Si-0.95Fe-6.08Mn (at. %), while the Fe-rich phases in the #2 alloys are changed to the phases of Al-(5.7/8.4)Si-(5.1/11.5)Fe-(10.8/6.6)Mn (at. %). It can be seen that the concentrations of Si, Fe and Mn in the Fe-rich phase are different in the #1 alloy. Furthermore, a small amount of Ni element has also been detected in some Fe-rich phase particles in the #2 alloy treated by the processing route I, which indicates that the formation and growth of multi-scale Fe-rich phases are really affected by the Ni micro-alloying. This also gives a further influence on the evolution of Fe-rich phases during the
thermomechanical processing. Thus, the different distribution characteristics of multi-scale Fe-rich phases in the #2 alloys treated by the processing routes I and II can be formed as shown in Figs. 8 and 9.

3.2. Microstructure and texture characterization after solution treatment

The observed different distribution characteristics of multi-scale particles in the alloys could give a significant effect on the recrystallization behaviors during the solution treatment. Thus, it is necessary to give a detailed EBSD characterization on the alloys to show their microstructure and texture changes with the changes of composition and thermomechanical processing. Figure 10 shows the EBSD microstructure of the alloys in the solution state. It can be seen that the complete recrystallization has been occurred in the alloys after the solution treatment, and lots of equiaxed recrystallization grains can be seen in the alloy matrix. The grain size of the alloys mainly distributes in the range of 10–20 μm, and the average size of the recrystallization grains in the #1, #2 alloys treated by processing I and II is 16.66, 18.72 and 18.50 μm, respectively. The higher average grain size in the #2-A and #2-B alloys is mainly resulted from the appearance of some coarse grains in the alloys. And the co-existence of fine and coarse recrystallization grains is most prominent in the #2 alloy treated by the processing route II. Accordingly, the multi-scale grain size distribution has been formed in the alloys by the help of synergy of Ni micro-alloying and thermomechanical processing.

Besides the differences in the grain distribution in the alloys, the texture distribution also changes greatly in the alloys (as shown in Table 2). It can be seen that the rolling texture of the #1 alloy mainly includes Copper texture with a volume fraction of 6.35%, and recrystallization texture CubeND with a volume fraction of 4.14% has been also formed in the alloy; while the rolling texture S with a volume fraction of 11.8%, and recrystallization texture Cube with a volume fraction of 4.19% are both formed in the #2 alloy treated by the processing route I. However, with the change of processing route, only the recrystallization texture Cube with a volume fraction of 5.25% can be seen in the #2 alloy treated by the processing route II. Accordingly, we can find that both the Ni micro-alloying and cold rolling reduction between hot rolling and annealing also give a significant effect on the texture evolution during the solution treatment. The detailed evolution mechanisms can be found in the following part.

3.3. Mechanical property characterization

With the changes of microstructure and texture in the alloys, the mechanical properties of the alloys should be also changed greatly. Figure 12 shows the tensile curves of the alloys in the pre-aging state (80 °C/12hrs) along the directions of 0°, 45° and 90° respect to the rolling direction, and the corresponding mechanical properties are shown in Table 3. It can be seen that the yield strengths (σ0.2) of the alloys in the three directions are similar with each other, corresponding to the lower anisotropy. With the addition of micro-alloying Ni in the alloys, the yield strength (σ0.2) of the alloys is increased from 181.37 MPa (#1) to 186.48 MPa (#2-A) and 186.15 MPa (#2-B), and the ultimate tensile strength (σb) is also improved slightly (as shown in Table 3). A small difference in the elongation of the alloys can be found, and basically the highest elongation value appears in the #2 alloy treated by the processing route II. Besides these differences, the formability of the alloys is also

![Fig. 14 – Phase diagrams of the Fe–Ni binary system [27].](image-url)
affected by the synergy of Ni micro-alloying and thermo-mechanical processing, and the highest average $r$ value appears in the #2 alloy treated by the processing route II (as shown in Table 3).

In addition, the distribution of Fe-rich phases also gives a significant effect on the improvement of bendability of the Al alloys. Figure 13 shows the surface quality of the alloys in the pre-aging state after bending with different deformations. It can be seen that the surface quality of the #1 and #2 alloys treated by the processing route I has a slight difference in both the longitudinal and transversal directions only after the bending deformation reaching $R/t = 1$, i.e., much more micro-cracks being formed in the #1 alloys compared with the #2 alloy; and if the #2 alloy is treated by the processing route II, the surface of the alloy sheet after the bending with a deformation of $R/t = 1$ has not any micro-cracks (as shown in Fig. 13 (b, d)). Accordingly, it can be seen that even the #2 alloys treated by the processing routes I and II have a similar average $r$ (as shown in Table 2), the bendabilities of them are quite different from each other. This further indicates that the synergy of Ni micro-alloying and thermomechanical processing is greatly important to enhance the microstructure, texture, formability and bendability of Al–Mg–Si–Cu–Zn–Fe–Mn alloys.

Fig. 15 – Phase diagram of different Fe added to Al–Mg–Si–Cu–Zn–Mn(-Ni) alloy with or without Ni, (a) Free-Ni alloy, (b) Ni-containing alloy.

Fig. 16 – SEM microstructure of the pre-aged alloy sheets after bending along rolling direction with a deformation of $R/t = 1$, (a) (d) #1 alloy, processing route I, (b) (e) #2 alloy, processing route I, (c) (f) #2 alloy, processing route II.
4. Discussion

4.1. Theoretical basis of Ni micro-alloying design

Considering the fact that size and distribution of Fe-rich phases give a significant effect on the microstructure evolution and mechanical properties of Al alloys, an appropriate micro-alloying element should be selected and used to control the nucleation and growth of Fe-rich phases during the casting process. Based on the phase diagram of Fe–Ni system (as shown in Fig. 14) [27], it can be seen that a compound of $\gamma$- (Fe, Ni) (A1) phase is easily formed in the high temperature, indicating the strong interaction between Fe and Ni is existed. Thus, if the Al–Mg–Si–Cu–Zn–Fe–Mn alloy is added micro-alloying Ni, the Ni should be reacted with Fe-rich phases, and greatly improve the nucleation of Fe-rich phases during the casting process, which can be shown by the improved microstructure of the alloy in the as-casting state (as shown in Fig. 3).

![Fig. 17](image1.png)

Fig. 17 – Composition statistics of Fe-rich phases distributed in the alloys in the different conditions, (a) #1 alloy, as-cast state, (b) #1 alloy, homogenization state and the Fe-rich phase around the flange crack, (c) #2 alloy, as-cast state, (d) #2 alloy, homogenization state and the Fe-rich phase around the flange crack.

![Fig. 18](image2.png)

Fig. 18 – Nano indentation photos of different alloys in the homogenized state of Fe-rich phase, (a) #1 alloy, (b) #2 alloy, (c) pressure loading and unloading diagram and corresponding Fe-rich phase strength.
Additionally, in order to understand the effect of Ni micro-alloying on the formation of Fe-rich phases, the corresponding phase zone changes are also calculated by FactSage software 7.1. Figure 15 shows the phase diagrams of the Al–Mg–Si–Cu–Zn–Fe–Mn-(Ni) alloys. The computation conditions are described as follows, one bar pressure, the concentration of solute elements (given in wt.%) in Ni free alloy: 0.8Mg-1.2Si-0.2Cu-0.5Mn-(0-0.6) Fe; the concentration of solute elements in the Ni-containing alloy: 0.8Mg-1.2Si-0.2Cu-0.5Mn-(0-0.6) Fe-0.03Ni. From them, it can be seen that Fe-rich phases can be formed in the Ni-free at first below 620 °C, and then Mg2Si and Si phases can be formed at around 550 °C and 500 °C, respectively; finally, if the temperature is below 350 °C, the corresponding phase zone of Al15Fe3Si2 for phase, and Al15(FeMn)2Si2 for #1 phase.

According to the results mentioned above, the Ni micro-alloying can really give a significantly effect on the microstructure evolution of Al–Mg–Si–Cu–Zn–Fe–Mn alloy. And Ni-containing Fe-rich phases can be observed in the Al–Mg–Si–Cu–Zn–Fe–Mn–Ni alloy in the as-cast state. After homogenization treatment, although Ni element is not observed in the Fe-rich phases, yet, the Ni-containing Fe-rich phases should still exist in the alloy matrix because some fine Ni-containing Fe-rich phases can be found in the TEM microstructure of the alloy in the solution state (as shown in Fig. 8).

4.2. Effect of Fe-rich phase morphology on mechanical properties

With the changes of composition and thermomechanical processing, the morphology of Fe-rich phases changes greatly, which further gives a significant effect on the mechanical properties of the alloys, especially for the bendability (as shown in Fig. 13). In order to better understand its effect, Fig. 16 shows the SEM microstructure of the pre-aged alloy sheets after bending along rolling direction with a deformation of R/t = 1. It can be seen that besides the cracks distributed on the cross section of #1 alloy and #2-A alloy after bending, some micro-cracks also can be found in some coarse Fe-rich phases similar with the results shown in Refs. [18,26,28], and these coarse Fe-rich phases with irregular or rod-like shape mainly distribute around the cracks formed after bending. However, the surface of the #2-B alloy treated by processing II after bending (R/t = 1) is basically smooth, and no cracks or micro-cracks can be found on the surface of the bended alloy sheet (as shown in Fig. 16(c)). Certainly, some microporous or fine holes can be still observed occasionally in some irregular Fe-rich phases (as shown in Fig. 16(f)). Accordingly, the bendability of the alloys or the formation of cracks after bending is closely related with the morphology of Fe-rich phases. With the synergy of Ni micro-alloying and thermomechanical processing, the morphology of Fe-rich phases in the #2 alloy treated by processing route II has been improved greatly, and the number density of Fe-rich phases with irregular or rod-like shape has been also greatly reduced, which finally results in the improvement of bendability of #2-B alloy treated by processing route II.

In order to know the evolution of Fe-rich phases from the as-cast state to the final state, the composition of the Fe-rich phases with different morphologies has been analyzed in a detailed way (as shown in Fig. 17). In the as-cast and homogenization states, the morphology of the Fe-rich phases mainly includes four shapes, i.e., net-like, rod-like, irregular and spherical. A significant difference in the compositions of these four types of Fe-rich phases can be seen (as shown in Figs. 3, 4 and 17). It has been found that the β-Fe-rich phase can be transformed into α-Fe-rich phase during the high temperature homogenization treatment [29,30], and much more spherical Fe-rich phases can be formed in the alloy matrix. And with the occurrence of phase transformation, the corresponding composition of Fe-rich phases also changes greatly, i.e., Al12FeSi for β phase, and Al15(FeMn)2Si2 for α phase.

Here for the #1 alloy, the concentrations of Fe, Mn and Si elements change with the change of Fe-rich phase morphology. In the as-cast state, the concentration of Fe element in the spherical Fe-rich phases is the highest among them, while the highest and the lowest concentrations of Si element in the Fe-rich phases appear in the irregular and net-like Fe-rich phases (as shown in Fig. 17(a)). After homogenization treatment, the concentrations of solute elements in the Fe-rich phases also changes, besides the concentration changes of Fe and Si elements, the changed Mn concentration should be mainly resulted from the phase transformation of β → α. For the Ni-containing #2 alloy, the concentrations of Fe, Mn and Si elements in the Fe-rich phases are significantly different from those of Fe-rich phases formed in the #1 alloy, which indicates that the nucleation and growth and Fe-rich phases and Mg–Si precipitates were all affected by the Ni micro-alloying. And the highest Si concentration in the Fe-rich phases with net-like shape can be observed (as shown in Fig. 17(c)). After the homogenization, the concentration of...
Mn element in the Fe-rich phases is also changed, especially for the spherical phases. This is mainly resulted from the increased transformation rate of $\beta \rightarrow \alpha$ due to the addition of Ni micro-alloying. Considering the fact that the composition of Fe-rich phases is difficultly changed in the processes followed after the homogenization treatment due to low temperature and short time heat treatment being used during them. Thus, according to the composition analysis on the Fe-rich phases distributed around cracks or causing the occurrence of cracking after bending deformation (as shown in Fig. 17), it can be seen that the concentration of Fe, Mn and Si elements in the Fe-rich phases around the cracks in the #1 and #2-A alloy sheets after bending mainly distributes near the solute concentration values of rod-like phases, thus, we can simply conclude that these Fe-rich phases should be formed by the fragmentation of large rod-like or net-like Fe-rich phases. In comparison, the solute concentrations of Fe-rich phases in the #2-B alloy sheet after bending is basically the same as those of spherical phases analyzed in the homogenization state. The number density of spherical Fe-rich phases is greatly increased in the #2-B alloy, causing the improved bendability. Thus, the key role of synergy of Ni micro-alloying and thermomechanical processing is to improve the formation of spherical Fe-rich phases, and finally results in the enhancement of formability and bendability of Al–Mg–Si–Cu–Zn–Fe–Mn alloy.

In order to show the positive effect of spherical Fe-rich phases on the formability and bendability of the alloys, the mechanical properties of some typical Fe-rich phases were characterized by nanoindentation tests (as shown in Fig. 18). It can be seen that both the modulus and hardness of the spherical Fe-rich phases distributed in the #2 alloy are higher than those of net-like Fe-rich phases distributed in the #1 alloy. Accordingly, the Ni micro-alloying really gives a significant effect on the nucleation, growth, phase transformation and mechanical properties of Fe-rich phases in the alloys. And finally, based on the synergy of Ni micro-alloying and thermomechanical processing, the phase distribution, formability and bendability of Al–Mg–Si–Cu–Zn–Fe–Mn alloys can be all greatly improved.

### 4.3 Effect of Fe-rich phases distribution on recrystallization

Based on the results mentioned above, it can be found that the differences in size and distribution of the Fe-rich phase could give an important influence on the microstructure evolution during high temperature heat treatments. Besides the fragmentation of coarse Fe-rich phases changing the size and distribution of them, the long monoclinic $\beta$-AlFeSi phases in the Al alloys can also transform into spherical cubic $\alpha$-Al$_{15}$(-FeMn)$_3$Si$_2$ phases after high temperature homogenization treatment to change their size and distribution [29,30]. The driving force of the phase transformation comes from the difference in surface composition between $\alpha$-Fe-rich phase and $\beta$-Fe-rich phase. It has been believed that Mn element can improve the transformation rate of the phases, and the transformation rate is mainly controlled by the Fe element due to its low diffusivity rate [31–33]. Thus, the influence of Mn and Si in the diffusion process can be ignored, and only the solubility changes of Fe atoms in the two Fe-rich phases are considered, as follows [31]:

$$V_\mu = \mu_\beta^g - \mu_\alpha^g$$  \(\text{(1)}\)

where $V_\mu$, difference in composition, the solute Fe in the matrix close to interface of $\beta$($\mu_\beta^g$) and $\alpha$($\mu_\alpha^g$), assuming that the surface solubility of the two Fe-rich phases can quickly reach dynamic equilibrium. After a period of transformation, the conversion ratio of the $\alpha$-Fe-rich phase is $f(\alpha)$ [31,34]:

$$f(\alpha) = \frac{V(\alpha)}{V(\alpha) + V(\beta)} = \frac{\frac{1}{2} \pi R^3}{\frac{3}{2} \pi R^3 + \pi d^2}$$  \(\text{(2)}\)

where $V(\alpha), V(\beta)$ are volume fractions of the $\alpha$ phase and $\beta$ phase in the Al matrix, respectively, $R$ is the radius of the $\alpha$ phase, and $d$ are radius and thickness of $\beta$ phase (assuming a columnar phase). So the smaller $\beta$ phase can easily transforms into more $\alpha$ phase in the same time at the same temperature. As shown in Fig. 2(a) and (c), the morphology of Fe-rich phases in the #1 alloy is mainly slender strip and few net; the net composed of finer rod-like or independent small particles in the #2 alloy. Additionally, some extra particles (Q, Al–Fe–Ni phases) offer more nucleation to $\alpha$ phase in #2 alloy at the transformation process. All of these directly results in the higher transformation rate of Fe-rich phases in the #2 alloy, and much more spherical $\alpha$-phases can be found in the #2 alloy in the homogenization state (as shown in Fig. 3a, c).

The formed Fe-rich phases are relatively stable, and no changes of structure and composition can be found during the following hot rolling, cold rolling, annealing and solution treatments [35]. Certainly, those coarse Fe-rich phase can be broken into some smaller ones, and finally forming coexistence of fine and coarse Fe-rich phases, or multi-scale distribution characteristics. With the change of distribution characteristic, the recrystallization behavior of the alloys also changes greatly during the solution treatment. It has been found that coarse particles (>1 $\mu$m, such as, Fe-rich phases) improve the nucleation of recrystallization grains (PSN effect), and weaken the rolling texture, while fine particles (<1 $\mu$m, such as, Mg2Si, Si, Q, Fe-rich phases) can retard the growth of recrystallization grains [24,36–38]. The corresponding critical size of particle to induce the occurrence of PSN effect can be expressed as follows [39]:

$$d_{\text{crit}} = \frac{4\gamma_b}{P_D - P_Z} = \frac{4\gamma_b}{(\alpha\mu Gb^2/2) - (3F_v d_p/d)}$$  \(\text{(3)}\)

where $\gamma_b$ is specific grain boundary energy; $P_D$ is the deformation storage energy; $P_Z$ is pinning force of the second small particles; the terms $F_v, d_p$ are the volume fraction and diameter of the small particles; $\rho$ and $G$ are the number density of dislocation and shear modulus. According to the Eq. [5], $d_{\text{crit}}$ increases with the decreasing $P_D$ or increasing $P_Z$. Therefore, the distribution of Fe-rich phases should be better controlled to positively affect nucleation and growth of recrystallization grains.

Figure 19 shows the concentration distribution of Fe-rich phases with different sizes in the alloys in the final cold
rolling state. It can be seen that the concentration of small particles (<1 \( \mu \text{m} \)) in the #1 alloy is slightly less compared with the other two alloys, while the concentration of coarse particles (>1 \( \mu \text{m} \)) is obviously higher than that of #2-A alloy. Accordingly, the pinning effect of fine particles in the #1 alloy should be weaker than that of the #2-A alloy, which results in the different recrystallization microstructure and texture distribution in the alloys (as shown in Figs. 10 and 11, Table 2).

With the change of thermomechanical processing parameters (i.e., cold rolling deformation between hot rolling and annealing), the distribution of Fe-rich phases in the #2-B alloy also changes greatly (as shown in Fig. 19), that is, the number density of fine particles is greatly increased. These increased fine particles can better retard the growth of recrystallization grains during the solution treatment, and finally resulting in the improvements in the microstructure of the #2-B alloy. Besides, the improved microstructure, the texture evolution is also significantly affected by the formed Fe-rich phases in the cold rolled alloys. With the help of Fe-rich phases and changed thermomechanical processing, only the Cube texture
with a low volume fraction can be observed in the #2-B alloy sheet after solution treatment. And finally, the formability and bendability of the #2-B alloy treated by processing route II are greatly improved.

4.4. Synergy of Ni micro-alloying and thermomechanical processing

The improved mechanical properties of the alloys are mainly resulted from the synergy of Ni micro-alloying and thermomechanical processing. Thus, it is necessary to give a discussion on their synergy mechanism. The formation and transformation of Fe-rich phases in Al–Mg–Si–(Cu) alloys have been extensively studied [29,30,40], but the influence of the addition of Ni element on the Fe-rich phases is still not completely understood [20]. Accordingly, the corresponding Fe-rich phases particle evolution of Al–Mg–Si–(Cu) alloys is put forward as shown in Fig. 20. In the as-cast state, the Ni-containing Fe-rich phase (e.g. Al–Fe–Ni phases, black spots (slightly small) and Mg–Si phases (e.g. Q phases, green spots) can be formed in the #1 and #2 alloys, and some Q phases can be also formed around the Al–Fe–Ni phase, which results in the higher number density of Q phase in the #2 alloy. Moreover, there are some small Mg,Si phase (red dots) and Si particles (blue dots) in the two alloys in the as-cast state (as shown in Figs. 3 and 20). After homogenization treatment, although Mg–Si precipitates (such as, Q, Mg,Si and Si phases) can be dissolved, yet, they can also act as nucleation sites for the phase transformation from β-Fe-rich phases to α-Fe-rich phase [41,42]. Thus, the transformation from β-Fe-rich (strip and network-like) to α-Fe-rich (spherical) particles in the #2 alloy can be improved by the help of the precipitates (as shown in Table 1). Certainly, the improved transformation rate from β to α is also resulted from the changed composition and distribution of Fe-rich phases in the #2 alloy with the help of Ni micro-alloying.

After the homogenization treatment, if the #1 and #2 alloys are treated by the processing route I, although the coarse Fe-rich phases in the two alloys can be broken into many fine particles, and forming the distribution characteristic of multi-scale Fe-rich phases in the final cold rolling state, yet, a significant difference in the final distribution of multi-scale Fe-rich phases still can be seen (as shown in Figs. 7–9), i.e., different number densities and distributions of multi-scale particles. This difference is mainly resulted from the positive effect of Ni micro-alloying on the microstructure in both the as-cast and homogenization states (as shown in Figs. 3 and 4). With these improvements in the microstructure, the final distribution of multi-scale Fe-rich phases in the #2 alloy even treated by the processing route I is also better than that of #1 alloy treated by the same route. However, some micro-cracks still can be observed in the remained coarse Fe-rich phases in the #2 alloy, certainly the number density of micro-cracks in the #2 alloy is much lower than that of the #1 alloy (as shown in Figs. 7 and 20). This further indicates that an appropriate thermomechanical processing is also greatly important to improve the distribution of Fe-rich phases in the alloys.

In order to improve the distribution of Fe-rich phases, the thermomechanical processing route II was designed and used to control the evolution of Fe-rich phases in the #2 alloy. It can be found that not only the number density of fine Fe-rich phases can be increased in the final cold rolled #2 alloy, but also the micro-cracks remained in the coarse particles can be basically avoided (as shown in Figs. 7 and 20). These improvements directly result in the different distribution characteristics of multi-scale Fe-rich particles, and the different recrystallization behaviors, microstructure and mechanical properties of the alloys as discussed above.

In addition, the synergy of Ni micro-alloying and thermomechanical processing also gives a positive influence on the coordinate deformation of grains in the alloys during the tensile deformation or stamping. Figure 21 shows the experimental and visco-plastic self-consistent (VPSC) predicted r values of the #2 alloys treated by the processing routes I and II. It can be seen that a significant difference in the experimental and VPSC predicted r values appears in the #2 alloy treated by the processing route I, while a slight difference appears in the #2 alloy treated by the optimized processing route II. The difference should be mainly resulted from the microstructure characteristic. All these further indicate that the synergy of Ni micro-alloying and thermomechanical processing is greatly important to improve the phase distribution, microstructure and mechanical properties of Al–Mg–Si–(Cu)–Zn–Fe–Mn alloys.
5. Conclusions

(1) With the addition of micro-alloying Ni, the Ni-containing Fe-rich phase can be formed, which not only serves as nucleation sites of Mg–Si precipitates (such as, Q phase) during the casting process, but also increases the transformation rate of $\beta \rightarrow \alpha$ during the homogenization treatment, and further enhance the number density of spherical $\alpha$ Fe-rich phases and their uniform distribution level in the alloy matrix.

(2) The formability and bendability of Ni-containing alloy can be both improved to a certain level due to the positive effect of micro-alloying Ni. If increasing the cold rolling deformation between hot rolling and annealing, the distribution of multi-scale Fe-rich phases (<1 μm) can be significantly improved based on the synergy of Ni micro-alloying and thermomechanical processing. And finally, this improvement further results in the great improvements in the microstructure, texture, formability (average $e = 0.688$, $\alpha e = -0.09$) and bendability of the alloy together.

(3) Based on the relationship between microstructure and mechanical properties, the synergy mechanism of Ni micro-alloying and thermomechanical processing on the improved phase distribution, microstructure and mechanical properties of the Al–Mg–Si–Cu–Zn–Fe–Mn alloys was put forward in this paper.
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